
20 New Wharf Road, King’s Cross, N1

the fjord building



The Fjord Building provides unique, contemporary offices in London’s  
King’s Cross. Designed by Ben Adams Architects, it reinterprets  
the building’s existing industrial heritage through the principles  
of Scandinavian design. With an impressive reception and five floors 
of workspace, the building totals 20,600 sq ft and is scheduled  
for completion in Q2 2020. Tucked away on a quiet street, yet just 
moments from one of London’s most buzzing neighbourhoods, it’s  
a remarkable opportunity that promises the best of both worlds.      

a cool, calm space in  
the heart of King’s Cross 

P1  –  introduction



the building

space to create, 
room to innovate

 - Comprehensive refurbishment with a 
Scandinavian influence

 - Impressive timber canopied entrance

 - Spacious, light-filled reception with 
touchdown collaboration area

 - Feature staircase and lift serving all floors

 - Contemporary lighting scheme

 - Exposed services 

 - Excellent natural light

 - Decked terraces with lighting and planting

 - Cycle storage, showers and changing facilities



Step through the timber-canopied 
entrance of The Fjord Building to discover 
an environment where space and light 
work together in harmony. This is a 
remarkable place to work, thrive and grow. 

enter a  
world of calm

P3  –  the entrance



Suffused with daylight through double 
height windows, the spacious reception 
provides an illuminating welcome. With  
its feature staircase, stylish lighting  
and Scandinavian-inspired furniture,  
it’s a space that speaks softly yet  
creates a strong impression. 

make a quiet 
statement 

P4 –  the reception



Thoughtfully refurbished to provide a  
calm and creative working environment, 
The Fjord Building offers 20,600 sq ft 
of space across five floors. Featuring 
whitewashed walls, feature lighting and 
plenty of natural light, it’s the ideal blank 
canvas for work and creativity.   

work with  
perfect clarity

P5 –  the floorspace



Discover stunning views across King’s 
Cross and the canal from the extensive 
terrace space. Fully refurbished with 
stylish decking, planting and lighting 
schemes, it’s a place to find lunchtime 
inspiration, or enjoy open-air meetings.   

step into the  
great outdoors 

P6  –  the terrace



Touches of industrial style fuse with the 
classic Scandinavian feel. Thoughtful 
modern details deliver functionality  
with a quiet charm. 

form meets 
function

P7  –  the floorspace



The Fjord Building offers a fresh take  
on a storied past. With its long white 
frontage, the building’s name is inspired  
by the submerged glacial inlets in Norway. 
Just across the road is the site of the 
historic wells that once formed the hub of 
the Norwegian ice trade, which preserved 
the food and cooled the drinks of wealthy 
Londoners in the 19th Century.     

a cool slice  
of history 

P8  –  the heritage



In a region where sunlight 
is scarce during the winter 
months, Scandinavian 
design uses pale colours 
to reflect and illuminate 
spaces, maximising the 
available light.

Light Natural Minimalist Functional Comfortable

Design and nature 
come together in the 
juxtaposition of abstract 
and natural shapes,  
and the combinations  
of hard surfaces and  
soft materials.

Scandinavian homes 
were traditionally small 
and clutter-free. This 
principle remains central 
to the design ethos, 
with bare walls and an 
emphasis on space.

Form follows function 
in Scandinavian design. 
With no unnecessary 
embellishments, design 
is intended first and 
foremost to be useful.

By using warm and 
comfortable accents such 
as rugs, cushions and 
textiles, Scandinavian 
spaces avoid the cold 
starkness of many 
minimalist interiors.

P9  – the design ethos

The building’s sensitive 
refurbishment is 
inspired by the unique 
aesthetic principles 
at the heart of 
Scandinavian design.     

shaped by Scandinavia 



 - Over 160 shops and 24 restaurants

 - 125 events annually

 - 6 London underground lines, zone  
1 location

 - Direct connections to 10 European cities  
via Eurostar

 - 7,736,833 annual footfall and rising

 - 30,000 people estimated to be living, 
studying and working in King’s Cross  
and rising

 - Connected to 6 underground lines, 2 major 
national rail terminals and international 
high speed rail

the area

cool.
calm.
connected.

* Information source kingscross.co.uk/media/Argent-Retail-
Facts-Figures_-Digital.pdf



cool. 
calm. 
connected.

p11  –  the area



cool. 
calm. 
connected.

Where hip meets happening.

Today, King’s Cross is London’s most 
thrilling corner, its ongoing regeneration 
transforming it into a haven for creativity. 
Home to the annual Design Festival,  
it offers a smorgasbord of restaurants  
and bars, along with an ever-evolving  
array of shops and pop-ups. 

p12  –  the area



cool. 
calm. 
connected.

p13  –  the area"King’s Cross area is now 
buzzing with a combination 
of entertainment, media, 
retail, drinking and dining"

Wallpaper Magazine



cool. 
calm. 
connected.

Away from the hustle and 
bustle, traces of King’s Cross’ 
rich history still endure. 
Regent’s Canal gently weaves 
its way through the area, ideal 
for a morning stroll, lunchtime 
workout, or post-work chill 
in one of the many canalside 
bars and restaurants.  

p14  –  the area



cool.  
calm. 
connected.

Whether you’re looking for 
gastronomic pleasures, retail 
therapy or cultural highlights, 
King’s Cross has it all. From 
quick fashion fixes to cocktails 
and cutting-edge creativity, 
the area is buzzing with 
irresistible energy.    
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p15  –  the area

Francis 
Crik

British 
Library

8

9

17

16

Granary 
Square

Pancras 
Square

6 min walk

6 min walk

1. Central St Martins
2. House of Illustration
3. Word on The Water
4. Pangolian Art Gallery
5. British Library

Lifestyle

1. Frame
2. Renaissance Hotel
3. Great Northern Hotel

1. Coal Drops Yard:
a) Cos
b) Paul Smith
c) Margaret Howell
d) Tom Dixon
e) Aesop
f) APC
g) Fred Perry
h) Miller Harris
i) Samsung
j) Superga
k) Tracy Neuls
l) Wolf & Badger
m) Universal Works

26

27

3

1l

2. King’s Boulevard:
a) &Other Stories
b) Sweaty Betty
c) Nike

3. Cubitts

1. Spiritland
2. Dishoom
3. Caravan
4. The Lighterman
5. Ruby Violet
6. Rotunda
7. Kaki
8. Ekachai
9. Franco Manca
10. The Driver
11. Drake & Morgan
12. Vinoteca
13. Granger and Co
14. German Gymnasium
15. Flat Iron

16. Bar + Block Steakhouse
17. The Fellow
18. Drink Shop Do
19. Piebury Corner
20. Black Sheep Coffee
21. Pizza Union
22. Big Chill King’s Cross
23. Mildreds 
24. Fortnum & Mason  

Tea Salon
25. The Gilbert Scott
26. Barrafina
27. Le Café Alain Ducasse

5
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p16  –  the area

Coal Drops Yard



cool. 
calm. 
connected.

Meet the neighbours.

The Fjord Building is situated in the heart of 
a flourishing creative and commercial hub. 
With increasing numbers of global giants 
joining the thriving community of creative 
pioneers and start-ups, it’s the perfect 
ecosystem of which to become a part. 

p17  –  the area

King’s Cross  
St Pancras
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p18  –  the area



Angel
17 min walk

Gatwick Airport
44 min train

Paris
2 hr 43 min eurostar

Brussels
2 hr 0 min eurostar

Amsterdam
3 hr 55 min eurostar

Victoria
13 min tube

Birmingham
1 hr 22 min train

London City Airport
30 min tube

Oxford Circus
8 min tube

King’s Cross St Pancras
5 min walk

Euston
5 min tube

Paddington
10 min tube

Perfectly positioned.

With the impeccable transport 
connections of King’s Cross 
St Pancras just a five minute 
walk away, The Fjord Building 
couldn’t be better situated for 
travel across London and the 
UK. And with the Eurostar on 
your doorstep, Europe comes 
within easy reach.  

cool. 
calm. 
connected.

p19  –  the area

tf

Camden
15 min walk

Manchester
2 hr 43 min train

Farringdon
6 min tube

Luton Airport
1 hr 10 min train

Heathrow Airport
1 hr tube

Liverpool Street
12 min tube



floorplans & 
summary specification 

the details

fourth 4,200 386
third 4,800 451
second 4,800 450
first 3,700 340
reception 1,000 93
lower ground 2,100 193

 20,600
sq ft

1,913
sq m

total

* NIA subject to measurement



floorplans

P21  –  the details

4 , 2 0 0  S Q  F T

4 , 8 0 0  S Q  F T

third floor

fourth floor



floorplans

P22  –  the details

N E W  W H A R F  R O A D

3 , 7 0 0  S Q  F T

4 , 8 0 0  S Q  F T

second floor

first/ground floor



floorplans

P23  –  the details

2 , 1 0 0  S Q  F T

P L A N T  A R E A C Y C L E  S T O R E B I N  S T O R E

lower ground

Specification:

Main Entrance • New external entrance with feature canopy and illuminated signage

Reception • Re-imagined reception with concierge desk and spacious co-working area
• New feature staircase from reception
• 13-Person / 1000kg capacity lift serving all floors
• 4.3 meter floor to ceiling height

Accommodation • 1:10 occupancy density 

Typical Floors • Metal tile raised floor with typical floor zone of 140mm
• Exposed ceiling services
• New LED lighting with automatic daylight dimming control to perimeter luminaires
• Daikin VRF system to provide heating and comfort cooling
• Capped cold water connections provided for each office tenancy

Terrace • Fourth floor terrace areas with decking and lighting

Shower & Changing Facilities • 33 full height lockers
• 4 unisex showers
• 42 secure cycle spaces (1:490 sq ft)

Target Rating:  
Very Good



Ed Betts
ed.betts@savills.com
0207 758 3887

Freddie Corlett
fcorlett@savills.com
0207 409 8764

Josh Lamb
jlamb@savills.com
0207 409 8891

Developer Architect Project Manager

Misrepresentation Clause: Savills and Edward Charles & Partners on their behalf and for the Vendors or Lessors of this property whose Agents they are, give notice that: 1. These particulars are set out as 
a general outline only for guidance to intending Purchasers or Lessees, and do not constitute any part of an offer or contract. 2. Details are given without any responsibility and any intending Purchasers, 
Lessees or Third Parties should not rely on them as statements or representations of fact, but must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to the correctness of each of them. 3. No person in the 
employment of Savills and Edward Charles & Partners has any authority to make any representation or warranty whatsoever in relation to this property. 4. Unless otherwise stated, all prices and rents are 
quoted exclusive of VAT. (August 2019)

Jamie Shuttle
jshuttle@edwardcharles.co.uk
0207 009 2306

Ian Bradshaw
ibradshaw@edwardcharles.co.uk
0207 009 2314

Sean Cunningham
scunningham@edwardcharles.co.uk
0207 009 2300

contact 
details

Professional team

Agents

Services Engineer Contractor


